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Floor Statement of U.S. Senator Max Baucus on Immigration and Competitiveness 
 
(WASHINGTON, D.C.)  U.S. Senator Max Baucus delivered the following floor statement 
addressing the importance of immigration on America’s ability to stay competitive in a global 
economy.  This is Baucus’ seventh speech on America’s competitive edge in today’s world 
economy.  

 
This past summer, Baucus began delivering speeches on America’s role in the global 

economy, the importance of education in keeping a competitive edge, the importance opening 
new trade markets, and warning of the damaging effects rising health care costs have on 
American companies.  The floor statement follows: 
 

Immigration and Competitiveness 
Floor Statement of U.S. Senator Max Baucus 

 
In 1882, an Irish immigrant named Marcus Daly set off an explosion that shook the 

world.  It happened 300 feet under the ground, near Warm Springs Creek, 26 miles west of 
Butte, Montana.  When the dust settled, Daly saw before him the shiny ore of the largest copper 
deposit ever known.   

 
The rich copper vein transformed the American economy.  It made America the world’s 

largest copper exporter.  And it inaugurated an economic boom for my home state that lasted for 
decades. 

 
Thousands of immigrants made the boom happen.  They came from Ireland and Italy, 

Canada and Scandinavia, Serbia and Croatia, Greece and Syria.  They came to America to find 
work in the new mining town, christened Anaconda.  By 1900, immigrants made up 40 percent 
of Anaconda’s population.   

 
These new Americans formed the backbone of the mining economy.  And their 

descendants have woven the colorful fabric of Montana.   
 
Immigrants helped build the American economy.  In the 1850s, hundreds of thousands of 

young Chinese men helped construct the Transcontinental Railroad.  Beginning in the 1870s, 
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Basque shepherd immigrants helped shape the Western ranching economy.  Beginning in the 
1890s, hundreds of thousands of Norwegian farmers lay the foundations of a competitive 
farming economy in Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota, and the Dakota territories.  And in the first 
decades of the 20th century, more than 100,000 Jewish immigrants created New York City’s 
famous garment industry. 

 
Immigrant entrepreneurs and innovators revolutionized the American economy.  

Scotsman industrialist Andrew Carnegie transformed the American steel industry and 
consolidated the nation’s railroads.  Hungarian Joseph Pulitzer produced a legacy in newsprint.  
Polish-born producer Samuel Goldwyn left his mark on film.   

 
Once-foreign names became American household brands.  Russian-born Max Factor 

made makeup.  Bavarian-born Levi Strauss manufactured clothes.  Hessian-born Adolphus 
Busch brewed beer.  

 
And today, immigrant innovators still populate the cutting edge.  Moscow-born Sergey 

Brin helped found Google.  Taiwan-born Jerry Yang founded Yahoo.  French-born Pierre 
Omidyar founded eBay.  And Hungarian-born Andy Grove founded Intel. 

 
America remains a nation of immigrants.  More than 33 million people living in America 

were born abroad.  More than 9 million came to our shores just between 1990 and 2000. 
 
Since colonial times, immigrants have been vital to the American economy.  Their skills 

and their labor have made our companies, our industries, and our economy more competitive.   
 
Some immigrants come with little more than their strength and ambition.  They become 

our economy’s machine operators, factory workers, farm laborers, and service workers.   
 
But many come with Master’s and Doctorate degrees.  They work in research laboratories 

and universities.  They sharpen our economy’s cutting edge.   
 
Mr. President, this is my seventh address to the Senate on economic competitiveness.  

Since summer, I have highlighted the importance to competitiveness of education, international 
trade, healthcare, national savings, and energy.  Today, I speak about immigration and economic 
competitiveness.   

 
Immigrants make our economy more competitive in at least four ways.   
 
First, immigrants provide labor.  Marcus Daly needed workers to dig his Montana copper 

mine.  Similarly, today’s booming industries require global talent.   
 
Without foreign-born workers, the largest economic expansion in our nation’s history 

would not have been possible.  In the boom years of the 1990s, the labor force grew by nearly 17 
million workers.  Nearly 40 percent of them were born abroad.  Most of these immigrants came 
when unemployment was at record lows.  They filled 4 out of 10 job vacancies, often in regions 
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short on workers, and often in jobs that natives had no desire to fill.  Had these immigrants not 
lent us their strength, our economy would surely have faltered.   

 
Second, immigrants help balance the budget.  Tally up taxpayer-funded benefits to 

immigrants — education, healthcare, social security — and match those costs against what 
immigrants pay in state, local, and federal taxes.  On balance, each immigrant provides a net 
benefit to the American economy of about $90,000 in taxes over a lifetime.  Overall, immigrants 
contribute $15 billion to our economy every year. 

 
And immigrants will make an important fiscal contribution as the baby boom generation 

retires.  In just 5 years, the number of Americans approaching retirement will increase by nearly 
half.  Most new foreign-born immigrants, on the other hand, are between 10 and 39 years old.  
And immigrants are likely to have more children than the U.S.-born population.   

 
These younger workers will help fund the coming Social Security, Medicare, and 

Medicaid benefit payments.  Immigrants bolster the deteriorating ratio of workers to retirees.  
Immigrants provide a shiny vein of ore in a graying economy.   

 
Third, immigrants push the envelope of innovation.  Foreign students earn more than a 

quarter of the nation’s science and engineering degrees.  They earn more than a third of science 
and engineering doctorates.  Most of those are in computer sciences and electrical engineering.  
Foreign students account for as many as 4 out of 5 doctoral students in a number of highly-
ranked universities.  And foreign students bring $13 billion a year to our economy in tuition and 
fees.   

 
Foreign students’ minds help sharpen our economy’s cutting edge.  Foreign student 

researchers support work on new medicines, software, and other innovations.  Universities patent 
this research.  A 10 percent increase in the number of foreign graduate students would increase 
patents granted by more than 7 percent.   

 
Patents mean new inventions.  Inventions mean new products.  And new products mean 

new profits and new jobs.   
 
Just as important, nearly three-quarters of highly-skilled students stay in America.  

Instead of taking their skills home and using them to compete with us, they join highly-
specialized professions in research and academia.  They contribute their knowledge to our 
economy.   

 
At IBM Research and Intel, for example, foreign nationals make up about a third of high-

level researchers.  At the National Institutes of Health, foreign-born workers make up about half 
of researchers.  In America’s top immigration states, foreign-born workers account for 40 
percent of teachers and more than a quarter of physicians, chemists, and economists.   

 
Fourth, immigrants drive entrepreneurship.  Entrepreneurship is the irreplaceable genius 

that sparks economic growth.  For every famous immigrant entrepreneur like Hungarian 
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financier George Soros or Belgian designer Liz Claiborne, legions of other immigrants push the 
limits of the economy, or simply provide a neighborhood service. 

 
For more than a century, immigrants have been more likely than native-born Americans 

to be self-employed entrepreneurs.  Since the 1970s, immigrants have helped reverse a national 
decline in self-employment.  Immigrant-run businesses create jobs, tax revenues, and growth.  
Even small neighborhood businesses can revitalize entire neighborhoods.  And small businesses 
are the primary driver of new jobs. 

 
Immigrants also swell the ranks of high-technology entrepreneurs.  Most of the foreign-

born scientists and engineers in Silicon Valley have helped found or run a start-up company.  
Sixty percent of Indian scientists there have participated in start-ups.  And fully three-quarters of 
Indians and most of the Chinese scientists there have plans to start a business.  These 
entrepreneurs are thinking about tomorrow’s economy today.   

 
Immigrants devote their labor.  They boost our balance sheets.  They drive innovation.  

And they energize entrepreneurship.  Immigrants are vital to our economic competitiveness.   
 
Unfortunately, America is not welcoming global talent and labor.  In some cases, we 

have pulled in welcome mat.   
 
State Department visa procedures and security checks intended to keep out terrorists are 

instead keeping out talent.  In the post-September 11th world, America must vigilantly protect its 
borders.  But we must also strike a balance between this vigilance and economic health.   

 
Look at the case of foreign students who want to study at American universities.  In 2003, 

foreign applications to American engineering doctoral programs fell by more than a third — with 
Chinese applications dropping nearly in half.  Despite considerable efforts to reverse this trend, 
total foreign graduate school applications declined further last year, by double digits in some 
cases.  This year, the number of international students entering American graduate schools 
finally held steady, despite a 5 percent drop in applications from foreign students. 

 
The decline in applications is not an anomaly.  It is a clear trend.  At the same time, our 

economic rivals are actively attracting the world’s brightest.  Canada doubled its foreign student 
enrollment last year.  And South Korea will triple its foreign student enrollment by 2010. 

 
We have also closed the door on talented workers who drive our companies’ 

competitiveness.  Our leading high-tech companies — companies like Intel, Microsoft, and 
Hewlett-Packard — are imploring Congress to raise the cap for visas for highly-skilled workers 
— known as H1-B visas.  These visas are capped at 65,000.  That limit is so out of line with 
demand that we reached the 2005 cap months before 2005 began.   

 
Today’s visa and immigration restrictions also make it difficult for major American 

companies to employ and train their workforce. 
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Take this example:  A global American entertainment company with headquarters in New 
York hired Indian managers to run its Bangalore office.  The company wanted to train these new 
hires to company standards, as it does with all employees.  The company wanted to send the new 
hires to New York to receive this training, as it does with all management.  The company applied 
for visas on behalf of its soon-to-be Indian office managers.   

 
The company filed the paperwork.  Months came.  Months went.  It took 3 months just to 

get an appointment at the U.S. Embassy.  Delays continued.  Patience wore thin.  Costs mounted, 
with untrained managers on the payroll.  And the company finally gave up.   

 
The company applied for visas to Ireland, where the company had its European branch.  

The visas came in 4 days.  The company trained these new managers at the company’s facilities 
in Ireland, and then sent them back to India to work.  This created jobs in Ireland, because the 
company set up a training program there, instead of using existing trainers in America.   

 
Mr. President, this is no way to do business. 
 
We must lift the cap on H1-B visas.  We do not have a centrally-planned economy.  The 

American government does not tell companies how many workers they need each year.  Let us 
listen to business leaders and help them maintain and improve their competitiveness.  When our 
premier global companies implore us to lift the H1-B visa cap or risk hampering their growth, 
the time for politics is over.   

 
We must simplify temporary entry for foreign workers who need to come to America to 

help our companies succeed.  If we wish to remain a cutting edge economy, we can no longer 
obstruct companies from training their overseas employees, participating in meetings and 
conferences, or traveling to trade shows.  Our companies have global markets, global supply 
chains, and global strategies.  We need a global workforce. 

 
In the World Trade Organization, we must expand our cap on temporary entry of foreign 

workers.  Our current commitment of 65,000 H1-B visas each year is outdated, outmoded, and 
out-of-touch with today’s needs.  We should make a bold commitment in the WTO to expand 
that cap.  Such a commitment would allow us to lock-in similar commitments from our trading 
partners and enhance exports of American services. 

 
We must actively encourage talented foreign students to study, research, and innovate at 

American universities and research institutions.  Visa renewals during multi-year studies need to 
be routine.  These renewals should not require all students first to return to their home countries.   

 
For the most exceptional of these students, who have earned advanced science degrees at 

American universities, we need a simpler process to obtain permanent residence.  These are 
talented, highly-educated individuals, who are in a position to keep our economy competitive.  If 
we don’t welcome them into our economy, then China, India, Europe, or Japan will welcome 
them into theirs.   
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Three weeks ago, the National Park Service designated the old mining town of 
Anaconda, Montana, as a National Historic Landmark.  Anaconda’s mining boom-times are now 
preserved as a part our nation’s history.  But Marcus Daly’s explosion continues to reverberate 
through the American economy to this day. 

 
Let us not stamp out the spark of future booms.  Let us rather welcome the labor, the 

innovation, and the entrepreneurship of our new immigrants.  And let us ensure for ourselves and 
our children the shining ore of boom times to come. 

 
# # # 

 


